
* Skydiving meeting point is in Bovec (approx. 1,5 hrs drive from Bled).
**  Rafting Soča doesn’t start from Bled, so you need to drive by yourself or combine it with our Emerald River Adventure.
Even if you are a solo traveler interested in ANY activity, you can check with us if we have some bookings from our side.

Amazing Outdoor Adventures

www.3glav.com

The number one adventure
sports specialists in bled

Activity Starting times Group size Duration Price Notes Grade

EMERALD RIVER 
ADVENTURE TM 8am - 8pm 4-8 pax 11 hrs 95 eur + 50 eur for optional best

rafting on the Soča river
The Original

TOP CHOICE

CANYONING 9am and 3pm 2-8 pax 3 hrs 75 eur Enjoy natural slides and
jumps in the water paradise moderate

PARAGLIDING VOGEL Individ. times 1-12 pax 3-4 hrs 190 eur Panoramic flight above
Lake Bohinj (1682m, 20-30 min) scenic flying

PARAGLIDING VOGAR Individ. times 1-12 pax 3-4 hrs 130 eur An introductory paragliding
flight (990m, 10-15 min) scenic flying

MOUNTAIN BIKING Individ. times 4-8 pax 3-4 hrs 85 eur Moderate trails around the
Triglav National Park all levels

BALLOON FLIGHT Early morning 2-12 pax 3-4 hrs 250 eur Panoramic flight by
Bled town & lake scenic flying

SKY-DIVING* Individ. times 1-8 pax 2-3 hrs 230 eur The most scenic
drop zone in Slovenia

adrenaline
free fall

RAFTING SOČA** 9:30am & 3:30pm 2-16 pax 2-3 hrs 55 eur Class 3+ on the crystal
clear Soča river moderate

RAFTING SAVA 10am & 2pm 2-16 pax 2-3 hrs 45 eur Nice trip on the
local river Dolinka easy

KAYAK TRIPS 2pm 2-6 pax 3 hrs 75 eur Scenic paddling on
the local rivers all levels

HORSE RIDING Individ. times 1-6 pax 2 hrs 60 eur Scenic country-side ride all levels

TRIGLAV 2 DAYS Early morning 2-8 pax 2 days 275 eur Overnight trek to 
Mt. Triglav (2864m) moderate

HIKING 1/2 DAY Early morning 4-8 pax 3-5 hrs 95 eur Scenic hikes in the
Triglav National Park moderate

Mountain bike rental 25 eur/day

BOOK ONLINE
in 1 EASY STEP

ROCK CLIMBING Individ. times 4-8 pax 2-3 hrs 90 eur Rock climbing on natural
walls around Bled all levels

VIA FERRATA Individ. times 3-8 pax 2-4 hrs 110 eur Discover the "iron way"
of the Alps moderate



3glav Adventures is a friendly agency and a local specialist for summer 
outdoor activities & adventures, specialized for independent travelers and 

smaller groups since 2004. 

We are located in the Mountain Kingdom of Bled :) Slovenia ~ right in the 
glacier valley, on the edge of Triglav National Park and Julian Alps.

Let us bring you to your next adventure! 
To the green canyons in the Julian Alps, crystal rivers 
of the Triglav National Park and beautiful panoramas 

above Bled & Bohinj Lake.

We believe in sustainability! We think, live, act & 
explore in-tune with the seven "Leave No Trace" 
principles. Let's minimize impacts and leave our 

beautiful World a better place.

We’ve hand-picked best professionals of our country 
to provide unforgettable customer experience for 

same rates they o�er directly, so you can save
precious time & enjoy every moment of holidays!

We believe in listening to you. 
You are always welcome to express your thoughts, 

requests or any further questions. We’ll be more than 
happy to answer, help and try to meet your needs.

3glav Adventures
Ljubljanska 1
4260 Bled
Slovenia - Europe

9am-12pm & 4pm-7pm
(15th. April – 1st. October)

Phone: + 386 41 683 184

Email: info@3glav.com
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